THE EdiTor
in THis issUE
Madness, sadness, failure and defeat;
Debatable inﬂatables, keeping to the beat;
Performance perfection; failed communication;
The art of restoration; painting just to eat;
Surgery, perjury, accidental murdery;
Maps and gaps and faces and a mother who can tweet...
Anthony shapland on art-induced
madness (p5); rhian Edwards going
back For smoke (p6); The glyn vivian
gallery goes off site (p8); Apolonija
Šušteršic goes behind the view in cardiff
bay (p9); llwybr llaethog still loving the
beat (p10); Accidental assassination in
siberia - michael oliver-semenov (p11);
tactileboscH - End of part one (p12);
Tim davies swimming in venice (p14);
A tuneful descent into madness - jon
gower (p16); good cop bad cop – it’s
okay to talk (p18); High performance
with jo longhurst (p20); Helen sear’s
tree surgery (p21); wales meets ireland,
ireland meets wales (p24 – 31); li
Fenglan’s Art with purpose (p32); Adam
webster restores the past (p34); nature
in the raw - jesus monterde (p36).

b

efore long the imperceptible protuberances in the tarmacadam, its
unruly undulations claimed their purchase in the soft belly of the tyre.
Huw, who was next to me, still wakes in the night sweating hard; against the
white lane markings passing two inches above his head; against life’s terrible
softness; against the flopping and churning of bodies; against being flipped
on the m4 with the doors crushed shut; against crawling on the ceiling with
three other prisoners; against not remembering if there was a lorry behind
us; against the rain; against the dark and against the silence.
i have no doubt which one of the little bastards was to blame. it was the
venetian, Canaletto this time. For a brief and deadly moment, as i pulled
right to avoid an obstruction, into a lane that did not exist, i felt the liquidity
of his line as it encompasses form; somewhere between the orange milk
that flows over the port Talbot skyline and that which was beyond, i was
momentarily distracted by his mastery of the hidden workings. i saw through
his inner eye.
This is our art addiction issue. we ponder the terrible toll the longing for
aesthetic and conceptual satisfaction can take; anthony Shapland examines
its capacity to rob the unsuspecting of their reason. we talk to heidi Sian
Smith; young, bright, full of promise and contemplating throwing it all
away for a lifetime in the arts. At the other end of her career we have Li
Fenglan. she has kept her habit under control by balancing it with a lifetime
of hard physical labour. To her, sensibly i feel, art is but an effective means
of encouraging the worker to increase the nation’s productivity; it has no
connection, in her mind, with pleasure. good cop bad cop would concur
with this sentiment, as they lay bare their fractured mental states. tim
davies sheds much blood for his practice whilst Jo Longhurst’s subjects
sweat for hers. Even trwbador, in spite of being impossibly gifted, have
still been flirting dangerously with the temporal thrill a pinhole camera can
provide.
This morning i pulled out of the junction at the bottom of our road, i looked
left but forgot to look right. As the approaching car crashed into our side,
appropriately, it was Jesus monterde’s series nenimi parco with its visceral
renditions of life in El maestrazgo that had stolen my attention. - b
ric Bower
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